Chaotic echo motion in the left ventricular cavity. Visualization of ruptured chordae tendineae of the mitral valve by real-time two-dimensional echocardiography.
The aim of the present study is to perform a detailed analysis of the spot echoes which show chaotic motion of the left ventricular cavity of patients with ruptured chordae tendineae. The subjects were 12 patients with surgically documented ruptured chordae tendineae. They were carefully examined preoperatively by real-time two-dimensional echocardiography with a commercially available wide-angle phased array system (Toshiba SSH-11A). An abnormal moving spot echo was often seen instantaneously in the left ventricle. Its motion was chaotic, and it moved both longitudinally and laterally. Lateral movements were seen in 10 of the 12 subjects and were not found in any of 10 controls. The site of this echo in the left ventricle was identical with the site of the rupture of the mitral chordae confirmed during surgery. Therefore, it was concluded that the spot echo with chaotic motion represents a direct visualization of ruptured chordae. This chaotic motion is considered to be a useful clue in diagnosis. The lateral component (left to right) of the movement is especially important. However, one must carefully examine the left ventricular cavity with moving pictures over a period of many heart beats in order to detect these chaotic movements of spot echoes.